SECOND CLASS MEETING ASSIGNMENTS

1. Purchase the text.
2. Each student is to present a speech at the second class meeting:
a. Speech may be on whatever topic you choose.
b. Speech may NOT be one you (or anyone else) has ever delivered.
In other words, it will be your own original speech.
c. You may take notes to the front of the room from which to
deliver the speech.
d. If you use notes, an exact copy (xerox) of these notes will be submitted before
the delivery.
e. The speech is to last no less than 2 and one half minutes and no more than
three and one half minutes.
£ No assistance is to be requested or received from any teacher of Speech.

3. On August 31 begin a journal addressing your progress in this graduate speech class:
a. Only a few sentences are necessary for each day.
b. On August 31st, the entry should address your feelings about the class prior to its
beginning, the second entry for that day should address your feelings during the class, and
the third entry should address your feeling after the class that day.
The entries for the days subsequent to the first class meeting should discuss your progress
and feelings about the preparations for your speech.
On Sept. 14, the entry will address your feelings before the class, during the class, and
during and after your speech.

SELF GRADED TEST FOR SECOND CLASS MEETING

PLATO(428-347 B.C.)
1. What was his relationship to Aristotle?
2. What did he write?
SOPHISTS
1. What did the term mean in a positive sense?
2. What did the term mean in a negative sense?
3. Has the attitude toward Sophists begun to change recently?
LIBERAL STUDY
1. Define what is meant by Liberal Study or Liberal Arts?

2. Why is it called "liberal"?

TRIVIUM
1. Explain what the Trivium was

2. What are the courses of study in the Trivium?
QUADRIVIUM
1. Explain what the quadrivium was.
2. What were the studies in the Quadrivium?
SYRACUSE ON THE ISLAND OF SICILY, EARLY FIFTH CENTURY B.C ..
1. What occurred?

CORAX
1. Who was he and when did he first become recognized? What does his name mean?
TISIAS
1. Who was he? What does his name mean?
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SELF TEST FOR SECOND MEETING OF CLASS
PLATO (428-347 B.C.)
1. What was his relationship to Aristotle?
(He was Aristotle's teacher.)
2. What did he write?
(The Dialogues of Plato which included "Gorgias", "Sophist" and "Protagoras" written in
Fourth Century B.C ... )
SOPIDSTS
1. What did the term mean in a positive sense?
(Wise or skilled--professor)
2. What did the term mean in a negative sense?
With their ability to persuade through stylistic devices and clever arguments, many
Greeks tended to see the Sophists as a dangerous element.)
3. Has the attitude toward Sophists begun to change recently?
(Yes, according to a recent rhetorician, Susan Jarratt)
LIBERAL STUDY
1.. Define what is meant by Liberal study or Liberal Arts?
(The study is useful in more than one vocation. It introduces you to additional ways you
can think about and understand general facts of life.)
2. Why is it called "liberal"?
(Because it frees or liberates a person)
TRIVIUM
l. Explain what the Trivium was.
( The undergraduate of first division of knowledge of university course in the Middle
Ages.
2. What are the courses of study in the Trivium?
(Grammar, Logic, and Rhetoric)
QUADRIVIUM
1. Explain what the quadrivium was .
(In the Middle Ages, university course were divided into two elements. The completion of
this study led to a Master's Degree)
2. What were the studies in the Quadrivium?
(Arithmetic, Geometry, Astronomy, and Music)
SYRACUSE ON THE ISLAND OF SICILY, EARLY FIFTH CENTURY B.C.
1. What occurred?
(The formal study of rhetoric began)
CORAX
1. Who was he and when did he first become recognized?
(Supposedly, he is the first teacher ofrhetoric who began his work around 467 B.C. and
whose name means "crow".)
TISIAS
1. Who was he?
(A student of Corax, called the egg, who sued his teacher.)
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